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HG Wells

“The professional military mind is, by 
necessity, an inferior and 

unimaginative mind. No man of high 
intellectual ability would willingly 

imprison his gifts in such a calling.



Comfortable With Chaos

Leadership under Pressure; Coping 
with Uncertainty, Chaos and 

Failure



‘Good’ Leadership is needed in:

Military  
Politics and Governments
Economics/Commercial Companies
Social Enterprises like the Church
Education/Leisure/sport
Raising our families

But, What is Leadership?



The Key Contribution Of 
Leadership?

Calms and Re-assures

Inspires

Gives Clear Direction

Faces up to the Issues

Drives on in the face of Hardship and/or 
Opposition



Management (Stability, Stuff & Numbers)

Allocates material and financial resources to 
achieve short term, ‘tactical’ objectives;  
Focuses on metrics and established 
benchmarks;
Deploys a range of known/understood 
techniques/skills;  
Produces acceptable results within known 
constraints and conditions.
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Leadership Is About

Shaping mindsets, discovering entirely new ways of doing 
things and mapping out longer-term strategies

Building a different cultural environment - challenging and 
breaking the drift to entropy - to self, safety and comfort

Setting the structure – which always follows strategy; who is in 
my team; how will I organise them; what processes will – and 
will not – apply

Setting the conditions – small HQ; fewer meetings; mission 
command – empowering people with the confidence and the 
security to innovate and prosper



Leaders deal with people and turbulence 

They:

Calm and Re-assure
Inspire
Give clear Direction
Face up to the Issues
Drive on in the face of Hardship and/or Opposition

They answers the questions:

Where are we going?
How are we going to get there? 
Why are we going there – why is it better?

And they leave the world a better place than it found it!



Leadership

Changes the constraints and conditions - unlocking 
the potential in others by challenging and 

changing the order of things - making people feel 
good and creating the space for them to soar 

and thrive



Leadership:

Is ‘Winning the Hearts and Minds of People in 
order to Achieve a Common Purpose’  

• It’s about ‘Winning’ and ‘Achieving’

• It’s about ‘Hearts’ (Emotions) and ‘Minds’    
(Intellect)

• It’s about a ‘Common Purpose’



Winning Hearts

Getting their Trust; Respect; Confidence; in 
you as a Leader.

Making them feel wanted; listened to; 
respected; and needed.

Making them feel that they are involved (not 
just Participating (Pigs and Chickens)

Giving them Pride – in themselves; their 
Job; their Organisation. 



Winning Minds

Giving Them Clear Directions; 
Expectations; Goals.

Establishing Firm and Distinct 
Boundaries in which to Operate.



Tame Problems

Can be complex - but often with a linear
Management has previously solved them
There is a correct procedure for solving them

Thus Heart Surgery, timetabling, etc are 
complex but tame problems

The leaders job is to get the team to engage in 
the appropriate process to solve the problem 



Wicked Problems 

Novel, intransigent - often embedded in other 
problems – and the ‘solution’ can generates more

May have to learn to live without a unique solution

Understand the problem through the construction of 
the solution and secure collective consent –it’s a 
‘Collaborative’ not ‘Authoritarian’ processes

This is all about Timely Decision Making

These are problems for leadership - not management; 
the leaders role is to ask the appropriate questions
in order to address the problem, giving their ‘Intent’ 

and using the team to develop a solution



Critical Problems

Beyond Tame & Wicked

Often portrayed as a self-evident crisis

General uncertainty – with no time for discussion or 
dissent or worrying about ‘procedures’

Legitimizes coercion as necessary for ‘public’ good

Leader’s Role is to take TAKE COMMAND and provide 
the answer to the problem - not to engage 

management processes or ask questions - in order 
to ensure required decisive action 



Comfortable With 
Chaos



The Balkans



The Reaction – they came….



And came..



They came on wheel chairs, tractors, 
bikes, on foot…



Young, old, babies, infirm, 
pregnant….



To chaos!



Mark - I have 60,000 Refugees to 
look after – any key advice?







Field Marshall The Viscount Slim

“They stood there silent and looked at me.  All 
Commanders know that look.  They see it in the eyes 

of their staff and their men when things are really 
bad, when the toughest soldiers want holding up and 

they turn where they should turn for support – to 
their commander.  And sometimes he does not know 

what to say.  He feels very much alone.”



Clausewitz

“As the moral focus in one individual 
after another becomes prostrated, the 

whole inertia of the mass gradually 
rests its weight on the will of the 

Commander; by the spark in his breast, 
by the light of his spirit, the spark of 
purpose, the light of hope must be 

kindled afresh in others.”





“Just as Water retains no 
constant shape, so in 
warfare there are no 

constant conditions.”

Sun Tzu (400-329 BC)

Except the constant of ourselves –
which is the 4th Dimension of 

Leadership



Sun Tzu/Lao Tzu: 500 - 300 BC

If you know the enemy and know yourself 
you need not fear the outcome of a 

hundred battles

He who knows others is strong. He who 
knows himself is invincible

If you do not know your enemies or 
yourself you will be imperilled in every 

battle



General Franks: 1990/91 AD

“Commanders must observe themselves, 
learn from themselves and gain 

valuable insights into themselves, for 
understanding of who you are and what 

you are made of is essential”



Timeless Principle of Leadership

All Leadership starts with ourselves. We 
need to learn to know and control 

ourselves – only then can we control 
and lead others

So, Who Are We?!



Self-Leadership

Is hard - it takes work; good leaders:

Understand and recognise the warning signs;

Establish ‘reflective disciplines’;

Establish streams of replenishment;

Have a Mentor - take responsibility for reading, 
attending seminars – be challenged in order to grow.



Field Marshall Montgomery

“I do not believe that a commander can 
inspire great armies, or single units, or 
even individual men, unless he has a 

proper sense of religious truth. All 
leadership is based on the spiritual 

quality - the power to inspire others to 
follow.”



Joseph Fort Newton

“We cannot tell what may happen to us in 
the strange medley of life. But we can 
decide what happens in us - how we 

can take it, what we do with it - and that 
is what really counts in the end. How to 
take the raw stuff of life and make it a 
thing of worth and beauty - that is the 

test of living."




